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Abstract 
The Brookhaven Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) is operated as an R&D test bed for high-current, low emittance electron beams. 
It comprises a superconducting five-cell cavity and a half-cell superconducting RF photo-injector electron gun.  The ERL is 
undergoing commissioning with focus on the performance of the electron gun, not the least on the cavity Higher Order Modes 
(HOM).   Among the various alternative solutions, a beam tube damper based on a layer of ferrite tiles was adopted for the five-
cell accelerator cavity. For the gun, a ceramic-ferrite damper consisting of a lossless ceramic cylinder surrounded by damping 
ferrite tiles has been investigated. This design is innovative in its damper approach and combines a variety of goals including 
broadband HOM damping and protection of the superconducting cavity vacuum from potential damage by the separately cooled 
absorber.  In this paper the empirical performance of an installed ceramic-ferrite damper is described by the Q reduction of a few 
selected gun cavity resonances.   The theoretical coupling impedance presented to a traversing beam is numerically analyzed in 
terms of radial waveguide modes in the damper section.  Strong damping of the gun cavity HOMs by the fundamental power 
coupler (FPC) is found and discussed.  Finally, the measured Q-values of the operational gun cavity without the ceramic-ferrite 
damper at superconducting temperatures are presented 
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1. Introduction 
An Ampere-class 20 MeV superconducting Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) was created to test various concepts 
relevant to the envisioned future projects at BNL [1, 2]. The primary goal for the ERL of high-current, high-charge 
electron beams together with low emittance from the high voltage superconducting cavities, make HOM mode 
damping an implicit necessity.  The ERL consists of a superconducting (SC) five-cell ~704 MHz accelerator cavity 
plus a photo injector in the form of a SC half-cell RF cavity [3]. The ERL accelerating cavity can be operated in a 
pulsed “quasi-CW” mode up to 20 MV/m, and at 12 MV/m in CW mode. [4] The gun is designed to operate in two 
alternate modes, delivering high current of 300 mA with ~0.7 nC  per bunches at a rate of 704 MHz or  delivering 
high charge per bunch of 5 nC  at a 10 MHz rate in the 50 mA current [5].   The facility is presently undergoing 
commissioning and once accomplished, its ERL components will find use for further accelerator improvement 
projects.   
In addition to voltage and current goals, the ERL provides for the investigation of transverse and longitudinal 
instabilities caused by HOMs in the superconducting cavities.  The HOM damping in the accelerator cavity had first 
been demonstrated in the copper cavity model at room temperature and then was also confirmed in the SC ERL 
cavity [6].  The HOMs in the accelerator cavity are absorbed with a beam line ferrite damper at room temperature 
[7]. Its design followed the techniques developed at Cornell [8] and KEKB [9] for ferrite absorbers and the absorbers 
were fabricated by industry according to Cornell-print [10].  
The placement of the HOM damper for the electron gun is shown in Fig 1. The search for alternate dampers, 
influenced by the concern about Q-reduction from particulates and in part by the availability of surplus ferrite tiles, 
led to the concept of a ceramic break surrounded by a ferrite absorber, hereafter the Ceramic-Ferrite (CF) damper.  
The insertion of an aluminum oxide break provides separation of the ferrite tiles from the gun vacuum ensuring its 
high vacuum and the absence of particulates reaching the niobium surface. Initial studies of this configuration 
justified its adoption and led to experimental investigations for the SC ERL gun [11, 12].  The gun cryostat was 
finished first and the CF damper was added at the exit of the electron gun, in the injection beam line, but isolated 
from the e-gun vacuum when the e-gun exit gate valve is closed, thus determining the HOM measurements. The 
operational need of replacing the HTS with a normal conducting (NC) solenoid forced the removal of the CF damper 
and replacement by a NC solenoid 
 
 
Fig. 1.  SC RF electron gun cavity assembled in the gun cryostat.  The HOM measured results depend on the status  
of the vacuum gate. For operation, the CF damper is replaced by a NC solenoid. 
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     The primary function of the CF break was intended to be damping of the more prominent gun cavity HOMs at 
~1.009, ~1.478, and ~2.145 GHz. The damper properties are best described by the external quality factor that 
constrain the unloaded mode Q0’s.  However, the Q-external depends strongly on the damper distance from the 
cavity, the cut off frequencies of the beam tube and the state of the vacuum valve, so that transportable results for the 
damper appropriate for a different environment could not have been generated. For a comparison with other multi-
layer beam line dampers, portable damper properties are provided in terms of the wave or surface impedance at the 
gap in the beam tube.  Simulated CF impedances, longitudinal and transverse, are derived in Section 3 from a field 
analysis based on radial transmission matrices. The actual measurements of selected prominent HOM resonances at 
SC temperatures with the CF are described in Section 4. This paper provides a short summary of the CF damper 
merits and   tentative explanations of the observed other damping sources are given.  The paper concludes with a 
short list of Q-values measured at superconducting temperatures for  the operational gun cavity without the ceramic-
ferrite absorber.   
2. The ceramic-ferrite absorber 
The dressed SC RF gun cavity is shown in Fig. 1 where the relevant  components, RF  cavity, vacuum valve, and 
ceramic break are identified.  The ceramic and ferrite layers are detailed in Fig. 2. The ceramic cylinder in the break, 
intended to be lossless, is implemented with an aluminum oxide tube (92% alumina).  The cylinder is terminated 
with stainless steel cuffs connected to the beam tube so that essentially all damping is due to the ferrite.     A further 
requirement on the CF is electrical continuity between coating and beam tube. The coating film is in the present unit 
connected to the metal cuffs by spring finger rings which could be avoided by pre-coating the ceramic with 
MoMn+Ni bands as shown in Fig. 3.  
     
            Fig. 2. Ceramic break covered with Ferrite absorber.                                                      Fig. 3.  Ceramicbreak to be coated.   
 
 
 
Fig.  4.  Ceramic break with stainless (left) and ferrite absorber plates (right). 
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     The ferrite HOM absorber obtained from industry uses the nickel-zinc ferrite C-48 tiles.  Two ferrite tiles each of 
50.8 u  38.1 u3.18 mm dimensions are soldered to tungsten-copper composite 10W3 Elkonite plates. The CF unit 
has room for 12 plates forming a cylindrical 16 cm i.d. ferrite spool over the 10 cm diameter ceramic tube. The 
plates are placed on the ceramic tube cuff links with metallic clamshell holders.  RF leakage between the ferrite 
plates is prevented by narrow metal stripes.  The CF damper concept allows the application of different covers over 
the beam tube break, with stainless steel plates or ferrite absorber plates shown as examples in Fig. 4. 
3. Wave impedance of  a ceramic-ferrite layer 
     The multi-layer CF damper, shown in Fig. 2, can be simplified for analysis into an axially limited structure by 
breaking an unlimited beam tube as shown in Fig. 5.  The electromagnetic properties of straight multi-layer beam 
tubes have been treated by many authors with the axial transmission line method [13]. The short axial length and the 
presence of the metallic boundary disks points to the numerical treatment as a structure with a radial sequence of 
circular symmetric layers.   The layer properties are defined as matrices in a “radial” transmission line in analogy to 
the axial matrix solution [14].  The immediate goal for the analysis is producing the wall or surface impedance of 
the damper at the beam tube radius, b. The ceramic cylinder allows radial propagation of orthogonal radial wave 
functions resulting in separate impedance values, /b zZ E HM and / zE HM for TM and TE waves respectively [15].   
     The CF coupling impedance, longitudinal or transverse, seen by an axial beam is determined by the TM field 
with respect to the damper axis.  In contrast, in its function as HOM damper, the field in the damper is coupled to 
the cavity resonances via the stationary beam tube modes implying that the external Q  is caused by the power  loss 
into the wall impedance at the  ceramic tube  inner radius, r b . The ferrite damping of gun cavity resonance is 
provided only via the TE11 and TM01 modes above cutoff at 1.758 and 2,297 GHz respectively in the connecting 
beam tube.  The high-Q resonances at 1.008 GHz and 1.4779 GHz considered here are not ferrite damped.  The 
damping of the 2.1459 GHz is preferentially via  the TE11 mode in the beam tube. 
     Finding the damper modes in the CF structure is conveniently done for the TE and TM fields propagating 
radially within each layer and concatenation of their matrices was developed previously [12].    As a consequence of 
the E (TM) and H (TE) mode orthogonality, separate matrices are used for these modes. The “E” matrix for a layer, 
ranging from one radius, r  within the layer inclusive of the inner boundary, ir , to the reference radius at the outer 
layer boundary, 0r , is defined in the general form   
0 00 0
0
0 00 0
( ) ( ) ( )( , ) ( , )
( , )
( ) ( ) ( )( , ) ( , )
E E
z z zE ee eh
E E
he hh
E r E r E rm r r m r r
M r r
H r H r H rm r r m r rM M M
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                                                              (1) 
The “H” matrix follows correspondingly as 
 00 0 00
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zz he hh
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                                (2) 
The orthogonal field components at the inner radius of a layer must be summed over the individual modes 
identified with n for their axial dependence.  
 
Fig. 5.  Radial transmission model of the CF damper 
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    In the case of several layers, the modes propagate uncoupled through the layers and the overall matrix is obtained 
by matrix multiplication of the individual matrices.  The surface/radial wave impedances of a multi-layer but finite 
structure is written at 
cb r  for both TE and TM waves as  
 
( , ) ( ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( )
ee c o o eh c o
b
hh c o he c o o
M r r Z r M r rZ
M r r M r r Z r
                                                                                                                  (4) 
which is reduced by a perfectly conducting outer tube to  
( ) ( , ) ( , )c eh c o hh c oZ r M r r M r r                                                                 (5) 
    In a material with uniform H and P , the radially propagating fields are derived in terms of Hankel functions from 
the potential  [16] 
(1)
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n
 ­ ½® ¾ ¯ ¿ ,                                                 (6) 
where /k cZ , /znk n gS  and 2 2n znk kQ HP  . 
3.1. Numerical Analysis.   The damper material parameters are in natural units  H  9  for the 12 mm thick alumina 
tube and  H  13 for the 4 mm ferrite tiles with their permeability  measured in the ERL cavity damper as 
29 / (1 2.5 )GHzj fP    [6].    In Fig, 6, this analytical   approximation is compared with the measurements by 
Mouris and Hutcheon (MH) that were obtained from small C-48 ferrite samples [17]. As shown in Fig. 6, sufficient 
agreement is found from 915 to 2800 MHz, the range that is relevant to the CF gun damper.  In this range the values 
from the MH data points can be fitted   for use in numerical impedance estimates by the Wolfram Mathematica 7.0 
program [18] as 
2 3 2 3(17.82 21.38 9.31 1.37 ) (31.7 30.19 11.71 1.683 )f f f j f f fP |       
                                    (7)  
     As numerical demonstration, the longitudinal coupling impedance of a 4 mm thick ferrite layer with inner radius 
b  5 cm and perfect outer shield is calculated with the Mathematica program using the analytic and the fitted MH 
data.  Fig. 7 shows good agreement of both curves for the real part and is qualitatively sufficient for the imaginary 
part of the impedance over the damper range.  In fact, the results indicate the damping possibility of the ferrite layer 
used in the ERL cavity damper without the ceramic break and serve as reference.  
     
                    Fig. 6: Permeability of C48 ferrite                                                Fig .7: Real (red) and imaginary (blue) impedance of a 4 mm thick  
                                                                                                                                                   ferrite layer at the beam tube radius . 
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3.2. Ceramic-Ferrite TM and TE impedances. The TM real (red) and imaginary (blue) surface impedance at the CF   
damper is shown in Fig. 8  for the ferrite located at  the  outer  radius,
or ,  above the ceramic break (solid) and at the 
beam tube radius,
cr b , without ceramic (dashed). Not surprisingly, the imaginary impedance (solid blue in Fig. 8) 
is strongly altered.  It is noted also that the vacuum benefits of the ceramic reduce the damping to some degree (red 
solid).  The TM real (red) and imaginary (blue) surface impedance at the CF damper is shown in Fig. 8 for the ferrite 
located at the outer radius  above the ceramic (solid) and at the beam tube radius without ceramic (dashed). Not 
surprisingly, the imaginary impedance (solid blue in Fig. 8) is strongly altered   It is noted also that the vacuum 
benefits of the ceramic reduce the damping to some degree (red solid). 
      The damping of the resonances can be estimated  by the  radial wave impedance at the CF damper gap, r b  as 
calculated  with  Mathematica.  In Fig. 9, the real and imaginary impedance is shown as solid and dashed lines 
respectively   for the first term of the TE ( 1n  ) and TM ( 0n  ) impedances.  A numerical similarity is noted 
which  avoids the need for a lengthy TE expansion similar to Fig. 8.  
 
       Fig. 8: The TM real (red) and imaginary (blue) surface impedance at the CF damper break comparing the ferrite located at the outer radius  
above the ceramic (solid) and at the beam tube radius without ceramic (dashed).  The vacuum benefits of the ceramic are negated to some degree 
by a reduced damping. 
 
Fig. 9: The real (red) and imaginary (blue) surface impedance at the TE (solid) and TM (dashed) modes  of a ferrite layer at the beam tube radius.  
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4. HOM measurements and data  
The electron current is laser-generated in the gun cavity where the beam properties of energy spread and 
transverse emittance are determined by the main field at the cathode but are affected by the HOMs, mainly the lower 
dipole and monopole modes.  Achieving the design goals depends on sufficient HOM damping. The primary goal of 
the present investigations is to establish a list of  HOMs potentially harmful to the planed beam dynamic studies.  A 
secondary goal for this paper had been to validate the CF as damper. Validation of the CF break requires damping of 
the HOMs in the ERL electron gun by confirming reduced Q-values or concomitant reduced 21S transmission 
coefficients.   
     All Q measurements were done with a vector network analyser (VNA) based on the standard 3 dB 21S
transmission method, limiting the frequency accuracy to ~100 kHz in frequently encountered  non-ideal scan shapes.  
Measurements were normally done with a narrow frequency span, up to 10 u  averaging, an IF setting of 100 Hz, and 
if necessary smoothing while retaining a representative Q accuracy.  For qualitative results, SC temperatures in 
vicinity of 4 K are sufficient, but the required frequency stability for mode identification was only achieved with the 
cryogenic system at ~2 K.  Hours scheduled for access to the gun at SC temperatures were limited  and entailed to 
draw conclusions from a short yet representative number of Q measurements   Collecting 21S , but without direct Q 
values, was made possible in the few hours available, via frequency scans from 0.9 to 3 GHz that produced 10 MHz 
wide segment files for subsequent interpretation.  Four scans were made, among them the large grain cavity, the 
ERL gun cavity viewed from the FPC wave guide with the vacuum gate closed, opened, and then with the CF 
damper attached 
The damping function of the CF in the ERL gun cavity depends primarily on  the coupling via their connecting  
beam tube. The cutoff frequency of the 10 cm diameter beam  tube is ~1.758 GHz for the TE11 dipole and ~2.297 
GHz for the TM01 monopole. The center-center spacing of the damper from the cavity center is ~ 90 cm  and is 
interrupted by the fundamental power coupler and a vacuum gate. The expected prominent cavity HOMs are the 
TM11, TM02, and TM12 at ~1.009, 1.478, and ~2.145 GHz respectively [19].  Noticeable ferrite damping of 
relevant resonances can be seen only above ~ 1.8 GHz, even with the gate opened, 
     The first ERL cavity measurements were performed with the bare gun cavity at JLAB in a vertical test facility 
(VTF) and then were repeated after its installation at the gun vessel.  Additional results were obtained from a second 
half-cell cavity of identical geometry but fabricated from large-grain (LG) niobium.  The measurement data from the 
initial cavity measurements are shown in Fig. 10 together with the corresponding values for the gun cavity once 
installed in the ERL cryostat yet without the CF damper.  The VTF measurements at BNL were performed on the 
bare cavity with a stationary pickup probe and an adjustable power coupler as shown in Fig. 11.  
  
  
         Fig. 10: Quality factor results for the SC ERL gun cavity at ~ 2 K.                       Fig 11: Large grain gun cavity with a coaxial-type FPC 
                                                                                                                                                   and the pickup probe (PU).  
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    The significant reduction of Q values over a broad range of frequencies in Fig. 10 is worth noting especially since 
it is achieved without the explicit use of any HOM damper.  Previous simulation and experimental measurements of 
the large grain cavity at room temperature had indicated that the cavity, through the 12 cm opening, radiates into the 
fundamental power coupler (FPC) so that many   HOMs are damped [21]. Verifying the potential damping 
capability of the FPC in the ERL gun cavity is one of the central goals for this paper along with the study of HOM 
damping by the CF break.  
    Highlighting the challenge of Q measurements is seen in the result for the close-by dipole resonance in Fig. 10 at 
1.00646 GHz that was NVA taken at a stabilized ~2.04 K with a Q of 980,000 in spite of the presence of the normal 
conducting parts of the FPC. This and all other measurements identified as ERL gun in Fig 10 were done with fixed 
arms as required for the gun operation. 
 
4.1. The FPC as HOM Damper.  The high current in the operational ERL requires a 2 MV cavity voltage from a ~1 
MW CW RF power source.   Avoiding a field asymmetry and associated transverse emittance growth, the cavity 
design adopted a dual-feed power-coupling structures [3]. The appropriate Nb section at the cavity is seen in Fig. 12.   
The FPC consists of two coaxial-type power couplers, two three-stub waveguide phase shifters, located 
symmetrically in each arm of the structure, and a waveguide shunt-T RF power splitter as shown in Fig. 13.  
The phase difference between the two arms in the FPC structure is used to adjust the external Q value of the 
fundamental and is fixed for the operation.  In addition the FPC provides an external Q to the HOM resonances and 
thereby a damping of HOMs although without control and different with frequency. Furthermore, the damping 
capability of the FPCs is limited by the narrow band doorknob, which has a reasonable transmission up to only ~2 
GHz providing  room for the CF absorber.  
In principle, the phase adjustments in the FPC could be applied to the 21S measurements of HOMs as 
demonstrated for the fundamental dipole Q at ~704 MHz in Fig, 6 of Ref. [21].  Correspondingly, the dual-feed 
coupler at HOM frequencies allows shifting the split transmission phase in one arm to change the combined 21S  
transmission resulting in an  apparent  resonance frequency shifts by up to ~1 MHz and a multitude of curves and 
different Q-values as seen in Fig. 14. The dipole cavity resonances are frequency split and the 21S curves have a non-
standard shapes but could be analytically analysed to find the Q [22]. 
 
4.2. Mode Identification of ERL gun resonances.  The gun resonances shown in Fig. 10 and obtained via the FPC 
connection under temperature controlled condition are listed in Table I.  Note the Q reduction by  a factor ~2 when 
the vacuum gate ahead of the ferrite location is opened in preparation for the operational condition in the gun.  To be 
applicable in future beam dynamics studies, the mode character of the cavity resonances was identified in a 
Microwave Studio simulation via the cavity model in Fig. 15.  The  FPC section causes splitting of resonances, 
while retaining the field shape of not  rotated polarization,  with an extreme 3 MHz in the case of the  TM12 mode. 
 
 
                Fig. 12: The Nb section for the FPC                                             Fig. 13: The FPC structure with 2 phase shift arms. 
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Fig. 14:  Resonance 21S at 1.008 GHz with phase changes in the FPC arms.                Fig. 15: The computer model of the gun cavity with the  
                                                                                                                                                 FPC section for the simulation of HOMs.       
 
 
Table 1. ERL Gun Resonances with Mode Identification 
 
fdata[GHz] Q {gate open} Q {gate closed} fMWS[GHz] Mode 
0.98806 5,600    
1.00646 980,000 1,256,000 1.00614 TM11 
1.35464 16,500  1.34393 TM21 
1.47834 165,000 163,800 1.49043 TM02 
1.66605 11,500 14,500 1.66163 TM31 
1.68119 14,000    
1.96337 9,900 19,800 1.96869 TM41 
2.00684 9,000 18,800   
2.11983 9,800 10,100 2.12132 TM12h 
2.14566 52,000 88,000 2.14691 TM12v 
   2.14991 TM12h 
   2.15635 TM22 
2.25762 8,100 10,700   
2.29203 17,500    
2.41337 13,300 15,700   
2.41831  28,300   
2.43292  19,500   
2.51433  28,000 2.51035 TM32 
2.79157 12,400    
2.79354 20,000    
5. Ceramic Ferrite damper 
   As pointed out above, the damping of the 1.008 GHz resonance with a Q of 51,000 shows damping but cannot be 
attributed to ferrite damping. In contrast, the monopole at 1.478 GHz with a Q  of ~800,000 is un- or weakly 
damped, indicating reduced or no damping at higher frequencies.   Previous simulation and experimental 
measurements of the large grain cavity at room temperature had indicated that the cavity, through the 12 cm 
opening, radiates into the FPC so that many cavity HOMs are damped [20].  Furthermore, the additional damping 
seen in Table 1 by opening the vacuum gate to the ERL is noted,   indicating here damping into the ERL beam 
tubes.  
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      Trying to uncover other damping sources, transmission scans from the FPC waveguide port to the PU were taken  
at 2 K  up to 3 GHz with the VNA at an IF setting of 100 Hz, producing 230  segments each covering 10 MHz with 
~340,000 21S data points.  Pointing to the CF as additional damping source is established from the scan with the CF 
damper attached and compared to the scan without it.  Both scans must be taken with the vacuum gate open.  Figure 
16 shows qualitative damping of resonances over a broad frequency range. The majority of resonances are beam 
tube or FPC resonances and CF damping of critical cavity resonances is the remaining task.  Due to operational 
problems, detailed Q studies were limited to few resonances in the gun cavity, here selected as the 2.14588 and 
2.5143 GHz modes for which reliable data is available.     
 
 
Fig. 16: Transmission scans from FPC to PU across the SC gun cavity at 2 K without the CF (blue) and with the CF attached, both cases with the 
vacuum gate open. 
 
5.1. The dipole mode at 2.1549 GHz. This mode is the prototypical example of a resonance damped by the CF break.  
For Fig. 17, the 21S  (3 dB) values were measured with the VNA between FPC port and cavity PU at the controlled 
temperature of ~2.04 K first without the CF damper to create a reference point.  The Q of 71,200   was found at the 
right resonance peak whereas the Q  of 28,400  is also  at the right peak to ascertain  the corresponding  split 
companion frequency and mode polarization but was obtained with a 2 cm phase shift in the feeder arm and  not 
suited as reference point.   Remaining test with the CF had to be done with the frequency scans and relying on fitted 
Q values.   The Q of the original resonances was lowered to a fitted 26,500 by attaching the CF damper.  Note also 
the general signal transmission reduced by about 20 dB.  
 
5.2 The sextupole mode at 2.51433 GHz.  The CF damping is further demonstrated at a higher frequency by the 
results for the 2.5143 GHz resonance in Fig 18 with a Q reduction from the NVA measured 28,000 to the fitted 
15,000 in the scan with the CF.  Note that adding the CF causes a Q reduction together with a frequency shift of 270 
kHz. Correspondence of the resonance peaks is achieved via shifting the  CF scan frequency by 270 kHz, an amount 
equal to the measuring accuracy. 
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      Fig. 17:  Dipole resonance at 2.14588 GHz damped by the CF           Fig. 18: Sextupole resonance at 2.51433 GHz.   Correspondence of 
                                                                                                                       the  resonances is achieved via  shifting the frequency by 270 kHz.  
  
 
Conclusion 
 
The HOMs of the SC RF photo-injector electron gun for the Brookhaven ERL have been studied in its operational 
condition. As part of the investigation the potential of a novel concept based on a beam tube ceramic break covered 
with damping ferrite was studied and the results are presented in this paper. The planned location of the CF break, 
distant from the cavity, limited its effectiveness for its use in the SC electron gun. However the method of separating 
the proper damper part from the beam vacuum opens the way for an efficient cryogenic engineering design. Overall, 
the damping by the Ceramic-Ferrite combination was successfully demonstrated and suggests its consideration as 
beam line damper.  The HOMs of the operational electron gun without CF are well damped and their damping is 
confirmed as primarily due to the fundamental coupler.  
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